LPL Associate/affiliate/adjunct titles:

LPL Policy on titles for "Designated Campus Colleagues"

Adjunct: Used for part-time, temporary instructors, paid to teach a specific course, e.g., Lecturer, Adjunct; designated by Assistant Department Head

Affiliate: Used for individuals associated with designated institutions (e.g., Arizona Senior Academy, NOAO, NSO, USGS, Vatican Observatory, MPI); “affiliate” is added to the title they hold (or held) or to an appropriate LPL job title, e.g., Research Scientist, Affiliate; requires approval of faculty (if purpose of relationship is research) or GAAC+Assistant Department Head (if purpose of relationship only involves working with one or more students)

6/8/2015: Affiliate status requires recommendation by Department Head + approval from Dean/Provost; “significant contribution to department”

Visiting Professor/Research Scientist/Research Scholar: Used for individuals with titles/ranks such as Professor (from an academic institution), Research Scientist (from non-academic institutions), Research Scholar (from non-academic institutions and working with students or requiring a UA affiliation); requires approval of faculty (if purpose of relationship is research) or GAAC+Assistant Department Head (if purpose of relationship only involves working with one or more students)

Visiting Scientist; used for individuals who will be at LPL for a fixed duration (but long enough to require some campus benefits) to work with a single faculty member or group requires approval of Department Head